
Senior Thesis Annotations: required for CP English, recommended for AP/H English to support 

additional essays to be written during the year 

 

Purpose: Marking the text while you read is a means to interact fully with it—to ask questions, 

identify confusions, make connections, and note patterns.  Annotating enables you to engage 

with the text and respond authentically.  Annotation will help you to identify significant passages 

ready for further analysis in your journals and help guide you to potential thesis topics. 
 

Method: Annotate as you read.  It will slow down your reading a bit but get you thinking 

actively and deeply and help you out when it comes time for a final test or paper.  As a general 

guideline, for every 10 minutes spent reading, spend about 2-3 minutes annotating, but ideally 

reading and annotating are happening simultaneously.  Please do not spend hours and hours 

annotating; do take the time to note passages of genuine interest to you.  
 

Requirements: 

● At least 40%-50% of the pages in your PS should have annotations 

● Annotation looks like: 

○ Underline or highlight compelling passages and write some notes in the margins. 

○ Underline some challenging words—particularly words that repeat—and write 

their definitions in the margins.  (Do NOT get bogged down looking up every 

word you don’t know!) 

○ Note passages where the language is particularly memorable or compelling or 

beautiful and try to make note of why, e.g., is it the imagery or perhaps a 

particular syntactic structure? 

○ Note patterns and connections.  If a particular passage on page “x” reminds you of 

something on page “y,” make a note of it.  Also note connections among texts.   

○ Think deeply and widely about the text.  Consider the themes and methods of 

writing this author uses to reveal his/her meanings.   

 

Rubric “Exceeds” “Meets” “Not Yet” 

Quality of Annotation:          

- Compelling passages are noted (marked and analyzed) 

- Ideas are compelling, intriguing, and authentic 

- Comments are both varied and specific. 

- Method to meaning ideas are consistently and perceptively explored 

- Patterns and connections within text and across thesis books are identified 

      

Tangible Requirements: 

- At least 40%-50% of the pages have annotation 

- Annotations are a combination of highlights/underlining and your own writing 

      

[Exceeds = A; Meets = B; Not Yet = C/D] 

 

Sample Annotation 



 
 



 
 

  



 

 

 



What to Look for in Your Thesis Books 
 
Traditional Archetypal Patterns – as you find these patterns in your novels, make sure to 
always ask yourself, “Why is the author using these? What is he/she trying to show 
through these patterns?”  

● Common Literary Devices 
○ Symbols, concrete objects in literature that represent abstract ideas, e.g. water 

(often symbolizes rebirth/renewal)  You may find traditional (or untraditional) 
meanings for the way your authors use any of the following: colors, nature 
(moon, sun, flowers, trees, seasons, weather), animals, time, boundaries 
(physical and mental walls), blood, clothing, houses, crossroads, and the list 
goes on...  

○ Imagery, e.g. weather, nature, heat, river, water, body imagery - the collection of 
images within a literary work used to evoke atmosphere, mood, and/or tension. 
For example, images of crowded, steaming sidewalks on streets choked with 
shimmering, smoking cars suggests oppressive heat and the psychological 
tensions that go along with it. 

○ Motifs, or repeated objects, actions, elements or ideas that point to patterns and 
themes in a text, e.g. dreams, sacrifice, phone calls, a road, tunnels, clothing, 
time, masks/facades, mirrors etc. 

○ Foil Characters/ Doubles- characters who are either extremely different (foils) 
or similar (doubles) whose traits and behavior in the novel illuminate something 
about one another.   

○ Irony: a contrast between what is expected and what is apparent.  
○ Allusions: Biblical, e.g. garden of Eden, Christ figures, Cinderella story, etc. 
○ Contrasts/Juxtapositions: e.g. light vs dark, good vs evil, fire vs ice, nature vs 

science/mechanical world, safety vs wilderness. 
○ Allegory: how does the allegorical story illuminate meanings about human 

nature and/or society? 
● Archetypal Themes 

○ Search for personal meaning/purpose/importance 
○ loss of innocence 
○ death and rebirth  
○ transformation and attaining sense of identity 
○ Mother Earth and nurturance 
○ humanity as nurturing, or as cruel, (“hell is other people”) corrupt, ignorant, etc. 
○ The American Dream (e.g. John Steinbeck) 

● Archetypal Journeys  
○ hero’s journey: departure, initiation, road of trials, innermost cave, return and 

reintegration to society 
 http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/smc/journey/ref/summary.html  

○ the quest for identity 
○ the quest for vengeance 
○ quest to rid the land of danger/corruption 
○ quest for knowledge, love, or belonging 
○ the tragic quest: for redemption or self-denial 
○ quest for human perfection 
○ quest for truth 

http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/smc/journey/ref/summary.html�


Character-  As you read, think about how the following are important to the meaning 
of your books.  Also, consider whether your characters are sympathetic, unsympathetic, 
successful, passive, proactive, heroic etc.  Think about your characters’ flaws or 
struggles and how they illuminate certain truths about human nature. 

● Gender Roles, Issues of Masculinity and/or Femininity (Some authors who explore 
gender and its implications/limitations include: Chuck Palahniuk, Alice Walker, Toni 
Morrison, Isabelle Allende, Julia Alvarez) 

● Oppression and Restrictions created by gender, race, ethnicity, social class (Some 
authors who explore these topics include:  Edith Wharton, Henry James, Sinclair Lewis, 
Jane Austen, the Brontes) 

● Issues of Morality 
● Character Types 

○ the hero / anti-hero 
■ the warrior hero, lover hero, outcast hero, scapegoat hero (e.g. Christ), 

denied hero, unbalanced hero, feminist hero 
○ the outcast 
○ the scapegoat 
○ the star-crossed lovers 
○ the fool/ the wise fool 
○ the detective 
○ the sidekick  

● Character Conflicts 
○ freedom of the individual vs. the institution (see Dystopia) 
○ internal psychological conflicts/challenges  
○ man vs nature, man vs society, man vs himself 

● Character Transformations and Psychologies  
○ loss of innocence 
○ discovering or losing identity/belonging/love 
○ gaining of knowledge/wisdom 
○ becoming heroic 
○ losing or gaining morality 
○ epiphanies/ new understandings and insights 
○ redemption, atoning for past sins/evil 
○ vengeance 
○ religious conversions 
○ changes in belief systems 
○ connections with nature (e.g: Barbara Kingsolver, John Steinbeck, Willa Cather, 

Ernest Hemingway) 
● Important Relationships  

○ parent-child 
○ mentor-pupil 
○ family 
○ lovers 
○ enforcer of law vs. breaker of law 
○ enemies/vengeance 

 
● Point of view/Style of Narration- notice the distance created between the narrator, 

the reader and characters 
○ Unreliable narration 



○ Omniscient narration vs. limited narration 
● Narrative Style 

○ Repeated events and phrases 
○ Juxtapositions* 
○ Disjointed time* 
○ Alternate realities* (dreams, visions, hallucinations) 
○ Wordplay  
○ Meta-fiction* 

*These elements are prevalent in Tim O’Brien’s works  
Critiques of Society 

○ Satire- what could the author be mocking/criticizing about human society and/or 
human nature?  (Common satirical authors include: Sinclair Lewis, Kurt 
Vonnegut, Mark Twain, Moliere) 

○ Dystopian Literature- Dystopian societies feature different kinds of repressive 
social control systems, various forms of active and passive coercion. Ideas and 
works about dystopian societies often explore the concept of humans abusing 
technology and humans individually and collectively coping, or not being able to 
properly cope with technology that has progressed far more rapidly than 
humanity's spiritual evolution. Dystopian societies are often imagined as police 
states, with unlimited power over the citizens. (Common dystopian authors 
include H.G Wells, George Orwell, Aldous Huxley, Margaret Atwood, Ray 
Bradbury) 

 
● Critical Lenses to Consider

○ Psychoanalytical 

 (note: your 12th grade teachers will introduce/teach 
critical lenses at the beginning of the year) 

○ Feminist 
○ New Criticism 
○ Formalist/New Criticism 
○ Historical Criticism 
○ Gender Criticism 
○ Deconstructionist 

 
Questions to ask yourself while reading your thesis novels!  Please remember to take 
notes on your novels as you read this summer- this will make your life MUCH easier during 
senior English this fall.   

● Are there symbols, images, archetypes, journeys, or motifs (patterns) showing up which 
could shed light on what the author is trying to reveal about characters and/or human 
nature? 
   

● Do any of the characters change in important ways over the course of the books? (e.g. 
experience a loss of innocence, a search for identity, a new understanding of 
themselves or the world) 
 

● Is anyone being oppressed by others and/or by societal institutions, and what seems to 
be the cause of this? Are these issues stemming from race, social class, government 
control, religion or gender? 
 

● Are characters unhappy because they’re struggling within their societal/familial roles, 

http://state/�
http://state/�


and if so, why? Is this related to expectations about gender, class, race, religion etc.?   
 

● Is the author using satire? What is he/she satirizing? (institutions, human or societal 
flaws, etc.)  What is the writer’s or narrator’s tone?  
 

● Are there any “ideals” or expectations enforced by the societies/characters in the stories, 
and are characters struggling to live up to these ideals? (ex. The ideal woman, the ideal 
marriage, the ideal of masculinity) 
 

● Are there any quests or journeys the characters are on? What are they searching for? 
Do they find it?  
 

● Are important relationships between characters or between characters and their 
settings/the natural world taking center stage in these books?  
 

● Are there any interesting tensions in the text between ideas, characters, settings, 
images etc.? 
 

● Do the names in the books have important meanings? Are there clear allusions to other 
important texts, e.g. the Bible?  
 

● Does nature play an important role? How do characters connect, or not connect, with 
nature?  How does this influence their identity?  
 

● How are relationships among individuals portrayed in the texts?  
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